Tubie™
PENDANT

FEATURES

• Ability to be mounted in clusters or special configurations.
• Several energy efficient downlight options available.
• Integral ballasts and drivers.
• Optional decorative shrouds, and metal trim bars.
• Extruded diffuser is virgin white acrylic, UV stable and UL-94 HB flame rated.
• Up to 70 lumens per watt.
• Field replacement of LED arrays and drivers is simple and requires minimal effort.
• LED luminaire reliability, L70 >70,000 hours at 70% lumen maintenance.
• 3 step MacAdam ellipse color binning.
• Utilizes highly efficient, long lasting and low mercury T5, T5HO, or T8 lamps for minimal fixture maintenance and lamp disposal.
• 24 standard powder coat paints offered, however all RAL colors available.
• Contact factory for additional modifications or options.

MEASUREMENTS

- WT: 20 LBS
- 55”
- 8”

- WT: 28 LBS
- 67”
- 38”

- WT: 34 LBS
- 79”
- 50”

*Optional downlight adds 5” to diffuser height.
## Fixtures Specifications

- Fixture mounts to a standard 4” octagon J-box (supplied by others).
- Canopy and bottom cap painted matte white.
- Bodine® emergency ballast available, standard with remote mounted test switch and indicator light.
- Advance® and Lutron® dimming ballasts available. Controls not included.
- Integral HPF electronic fluorescent ballast with Class A sound rating (3-5 year warranty depending on ballast specification).
- Integral Class II driver (3-5 year warranty depending on driver specification).
- For photometric data, please visit www.ocl.com.
- For lamp and base information, see pages 124-131 in the reference section.
- Structural mounting required for fixtures over 50 lbs.
- For specific mounting instructions, please contact factory.
- Five year product warranty.

### SPECIFY CATALOG CODE


### Photometric Information

Available at [WWW.OCL.COM](http://WWW.OCL.COM)